BIBLIOGRAPHIES IN BIBLICAL STUDIES

2019-20

Bibliographers are responsible for the plan of their own work. Consequently students will save time if they note the makeup of each bibliography they consult--Table of Contents, subject divisions, indexes, etc. The date of coverage for each bibliography should be noted. In some cases there will be a duplication of materials among sources (e.g., the Malatesta bibliography on St. John's Gospel is based on the Elenchus Bibliographicus of Biblica, 1920-1966). A valuable section of some of the biblical bibliographies will be the part that deals with "Critical and Exegetical Studies of Passages." Notice the key to abbreviations and the sample form of entry that is often given.


A subject index to biblical journals, multi-author works, and chapters from some monographs arranged under the following major headings: Introduction to the Bible, Old Testament, New Testament, Jesus Christ, Biblical Themes. Book titles are in italics; chapters from books are in quotation marks. If the chapter is from a multi-author work, the book title is preceded by “dans” (French for “in”) and follows the chapter title. If the chapter is from a single-author work, the book title precedes the chapter title. Vol. 1 indexes 70 Catholic periodicals and 286 books published, 1930-70. Vol. 2 updates indexing for the 70 periodicals in vol. 1 through 1975, and adds 50 new journals (non-Catholic) and 812 books published 1930-75. Vol. 3 (1930-1983) updates vol. 1-2 and adds coverage for 43 new journals and 450 multiauthor works. The table of contents for each volume is in the back in French, English, German, Italian, and Spanish. Subject index (Table of Headings, pp. 1737-1775) in vol. 3 indexes all three vols. If more than one article is listed on a subject in the bibliographies, the entry numbers given refer to the first entry listed under that subject heading in the respective vols. Materials on places (including archaeological data) are indexed under the heading "Archaeology" under “Sites” in the "Introduction to the Bible” section. Entries are arranged alphabetically according to geographical name. These listings begin on the following pages: vol. 1, p. 6; vol. 2, p. 18; and vol. 3, p. 69. The list of abbreviations is in the front following the list of "works reviewed."


Indexes over 600 journals of archaeology, history, language, science, and theology covering English language articles from 1793 to 1969/70. Vol. 1 contains 138 sections on bibliographical material, biographical material of O.T. personalities, the history of Israel, Habiru/Hebrew problems, sociological & cultural studies, women in society, ancient agriculture, metallurgy,
defense & warfare, commerce & economics, calendar studies, metrology, ancient monetary systems & numismatics, jurisprudence, and government & politics. Vol. 2 contains sections on the following areas of Ancient Near Eastern studies: biography, chronology, science, and geography, with a special section on cities and places within Palestine. Vol. 3 contains sections on science & the Bible, archaeological expeditions & societies, architecture, artifacts, art, Assyriology, and Egyptology. Vol. 4 is devoted to articles dealing with textual and literary criticism of the O.T. It includes sections on papyri & ostraca; pre-masoretic & masoretic texts; ancient versions; early & modern English translations; hermeneutics; and translation principles & problems. The last section on literary criticism is arranged by biblical book and includes articles on authorship, authenticity, unity, canon, historical reliability, documentary hypothesis and O.T. backgrounds. Vol. 5 covers the three major subjects "Religionsgeschichte," philological studies, and the Bible as literature and includes sections on monotheism, syncretism, the levitical priesthood, feasts, sects of Judaism, the genre of wisdom literature, messianic expectation, mythology & folklore, ancient religions, the alphabet, onomatology, grammatical studies on ancient Near Eastern languages (also Greek & Latin) with two extensive sections of Hebrew and Greek lexicography. The last section covers Hebrew poetry, form criticism, and style. Vol. 6 covers critical and exegetical studies of passages from the O.T. and the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. Vol. 7 covers ancient Near Eastern literature. Vol. 8 covers theological studies, studies on the influence & interpretation of the O.T. and ancient Near East in the fine arts, worship, & contemporary culture in general, and studies on the discoveries at Qumran. Vol. 9 (published in 2 parts) contains errata (pt. 1: xl-lxxx), addition of sources published in the indexing period, but omitted in earlier volumes (pt. 1: lxxxi-cliii), author and subject indexes, foreign words & phrases index, and Scripture index.

Contains 2532 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 861 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Genesis volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding about 40 new entries most of which were published in 1999 and 2000. Includes author index.

Contains 2532 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.
Contains 1630 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 899 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 937 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Exodus and Leviticus volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 5 new entries (all for Exodus) published 1997-2000. Includes author index.

Contains 807 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index. Analytical Bibliography of Deuteronomy (http://anabideut.univie.ac.at) Founded by Georg Braulik and Norbert Lohfink, its home is at the Institute for Old Testament Studies of the Catholic Theological Department of the University of Vienna. “By January 2010 included 11,571 scientific publications by 5,037 authors and editors, with a total of 21,399 references to biblical passages.” Can search by keyword or Scripture text. Includes books, periodical articles, and book chapters.

Contains 1291 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 834 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged
chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Numbers and Deuteronomy volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.

Contains 850 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 1140 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.


Contains 683 entries from books and articles published in the twentieth century through 2001, with a few titles from the early months of 2002. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 609 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodicals entries from the Ruth & Esther and Job volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries for Ruth & Esther. There are 62 new entries for Job published in the 1930s (3), 1950s (3), 1960s (13), 1970s (5), 1980s (25), and the 1990s (15). Includes author index.

Contains over 1500 references to books, collected works, journal articles, encyclopedia & dictionary articles, theses, and online materials from the last 100 years. “Reflects a
preponderance of Jewish scholarship” including many Hebrew works. Arranged in seven sections: overviews, versions, commentaries & commentators, chapters & verses, biblical & related works, terms & phrases, and subjects. Includes subject and author indexes.

Contains 1235 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 936 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Joshua, Judges, and 1 Samuel volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.

Contains 1159 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 1293 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 1095 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 1069 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged
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chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the 2 Samuel, 1 Kings, and 2 Kings volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.

Contains about 2000 entries from books, dissertations, and articles (periodical & festschriften) from the early part of the 19th century to the present day. Part I covers general studies and comprehensive aspects. Part II is arranged according to chapters and verses. Numbering of entries and pages is according to Hebrew practice, i.e., from back to front.

Contains 625 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.


Contains 445 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the 1 Chronicles, 2 Chronicles, and Ezra-Nehemiah volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding one new entry (for Ezra) published in 2000. Includes author index


Contains 1047 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Psalms volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.

Contains 906 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Psalms volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.
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Contains 710 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 559 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Proverbs and Ecclesiastes/Song of Solomon volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 32 new entries (18 for Proverbs and 14 for Ecclesiastes) published 1997-2000.

Contains chapters on recent research on Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel dealing with a “wide variety of new issues, methodologies, and interpretive perspectives.” Six of the chapters were originally published in Currents in Research: Biblical Studies or its later title Currents in Biblical Research, 1993-2003. Updated chapters are included for each major prophet. Hauser provides an overview of each chapter in his introduction (1-77). Includes bibliography for each prophet (278-368) and index of references and authors.


Contains 1253 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Isaiah volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.

Index of books, articles in journals & collected works, and dissertations primarily in English. Arranged by author with subject and Scripture index. Contains separate list of dissertations.
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Focuses primarily on the last 50 years with greater selectivity prior to that.
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new entries. Includes author index.


Index of books, articles in journals & collected works, and dissertations primarily in English. Arranged by author with subject and Scripture index. Contains a separate list of dissertations, which includes not only those seen by the author (which also appear in the main author list), but also those he was not able to see. Focuses primarily on the last 50 years with growing selectivity as one moves back in time.


Contains 862 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.


Contains 620 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Hosea-Joel, Amos-Obadiah, and Jonah-Micah volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series. It contains no new entries. Includes author index.


Contains 828 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.


An index of approximately 1600 books and articles published between 1800 and 1985. The first part is divided according to subject and the second part is arranged according to the chapters of the book of Amos. Includes an author index. There is no list of abbreviations of periodicals. The author uses the abbreviations in Schwertner's Internationales Abkurzungsverzeichnis für Theologie und Grenzgebiete (R.R.050/S415/1992).
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Contains 1729 entries from books and periodicals arranged alphabetically by author and a separate listing of dissertations. Provides “comprehensive coverage of works since World War II and greater selectivity for works from earlier years.” Includes author, subject, and Scripture indexes.


Contains 711 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

An index of approximately 1250 books and articles published between 1800 and 1989. Subdivided by subject and according to chapter and verse. No list of abbreviations.


R.R.016.22497/B666. Boda, Mark J. Haggai & Zechariah Research: A Bibliographic Survey. Leiden: Deo Publishing, 2003. Part I is a “Survey of Recent Research on Haggai and Zechariah.” Part II contains a 63 page classified bibliography on the history of Persia and the Persian period Yehud and classified bibliographies on Haggai & Zechariah. The latter two bibliographies begin “with contributions devoted to the book as a whole (including bibliographies, commentaries, monographs, dissertations, articles, and thematic studies), before listing those that focus on a particular critical methodology, those that focus on the book within the canon, those that focus on the book within interpretative tradition, and finally those that focus on a particular passage in the book.”
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Scripture indexes.

R.R.016.225/W133. Wagner, Gunter. *Exegetical Bibliography of the New Testament*. Macon, GA: Mercer University Press. Lists interpretations of N.T. passages culled from biblical journals and monographs arranged by chapters and verses. The original series on all the N.T. books was published on cards and distributed in 5x7 boxes, 1973-79. A second series was begun in 1981. The following bound volumes, which contain these first two series published together, have been published: vol. 1: Matthew and Mark (1983); vol. 2: Luke and Acts (1985); vol. 3: John and 1, 2, 3 John (1987); vol. 4: Romans and Galatians (1996).


the composition of the whole Gospel, manuscript evidence, patristic witness, approaches to the
study of Mark’s text, studies on specific chapters and verses, and theological motifs. Within the
subheadings, entries are arranged in reverse chronological order. Journal articles are
cross-referenced to their abstracts in New Testament Abstracts and the location of reviews are
given for many of the books. Includes an author index.

Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1992. Index of books, articles in journals & collected works,
and dissertations. Arranged by author with subject and Scripture index. Also contains list of
commentaries on Mark published before 1950. Abbreviations listed in back.

books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through 1992. Arranged in three
sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was
produced by extracting the periodical entries from The Gospel of Mark volume in the
Includes author index.

226.3007/T271. Telford, W. R. Writing on the Gospel of Mark (Guides to Advanced Biblical
on the current state of research; representative samples of Markan exegeses and readings using a
range of methodology; a review of dissertations appearing in the last two decades; a full,
300-page annotated bibliography arranged by passage and by topic; and an up-to-date discussion
of the future of Markan study.”

articles in journals & collected essays, and dissertations. Arranged by author with subject index.

Contains 4122 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century
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Includes author index.

Contains 2071 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from The Gospel of Luke volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 242 new entries published 1993-99. Includes author index.

Contains over 1300 entries of English language periodical articles, books, and book chapters from the late 19th century to 2012. Entries are arranged by topic under three sections: the Gospel of John, Epistles of John, and the Book of Revelation. Among the criteria for inclusion were quality, breadth of scholarship, historical significance, scholarly, and breadth vs. specificity of content. Includes indexes of modern authors and ancient sources.

A classified bibliography of 3120 books, book reviews, dissertations, and articles from periodicals and multi-author works compiled from the "Elenchus Bibliographicus" of Biblica. Includes index of authors and reviewers.

A continuation of Malatesta's bibliography to a great extent using his classification scheme. Contains books, book reviews, and articles from periodicals, Festschriften, miscellanea, and encyclopedias. Titles within sections arranged alphabetically by author. If an article has been summarized in New Testament Abstracts, this is indicated in brackets after the entry. Miscellanea, Festschriften, and Collected Essays are listed in the back with complete bibliographical information (M1-M585). Uses the periodical abbreviations found in the Elenchus Bibliographicus published in Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses. Periodicals indexed listed in back. Contains Scripture, name, and subject index.

Includes author index.
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Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.


R.R.016.2273/B588. Bieringer, Reimund, Emmanuel Nathan, Dominika Kurek-Chomycz. *2 Corinthians: A Bibliography*. Biblical Tools and Studies, 5. Leuven: Peeters, 2008. Contains almost 1900 references to books, chapters from collected works, dissertations, and periodical articles under four headings: commentary list, pericope list, themes list, and alphabetical list, which is a full alphabetical list by author of all entries in the first three sections. This work builds on the bibliography (3-66) published in Reimund Bieringer & Jan Lambrecht Studies on 2 Corinthians published in 1994 (227.306/B588). Those entries, which dated up to 1993, have been corrected and updated and works published 1994-2007 have been added.
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inclusion of selected significant earlier sources.


R.R.016.22781/W422. Weima, Jeffrey Alan David & Stanley E. Porter. *An Annotated Bibliography of 1 and 2 Thessalonians*. Leiden: Brill, 1998. Contains 1200 entries from books, articles (periodical & multi-author), and dissertations including “all relevant works written in the 20th century as well as a sizeable number of important sources from the 19th century.” Arranged under three major headings: commentaries & other materials, special topics, and exegetical treatments arranged in biblical order. Contains author index.


Contains 464 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 2000. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 2333 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 1 & 2 Thessalonians, Pastoral Epistles, and Philemon volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 63 new entries (32 for Galatians, 14 for Ephesians, 3 for Philippians, 2 for Colossians, 8 for 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 4 for the Pastoral Epistles, and 0 for Philemon) published 1997-2000. Includes author index.

Contains 1110 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 1999. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Contains 364 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Hebrews volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 8 new entries published 1998-99. Includes author index.

Contains 841 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 1999. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.
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Contains 1022 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the later months of 1999. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.


Does not include dissertations or theses. Primarily English works, but also a number of non-English ones.


Contains 556 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published in the 20th century through the early months of 1999. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse, subjects, and commentaries. Includes author index.

Allen refers to this as a “semi-comprehensive” bibliography. An asterisk indicates a
recommended volume for preachers. The commentary section includes older works (e.g., Barnes, Ironside, Jenkyn, Pulpit Commentary, etc.) and also some popular/homiletical works (e.g., John MacArthur, Warren Wiersbe, etc.). The “Special Studies & Monographs” section is much more scholarly, including one foreign title (Italian article). The majority of the titles in the latter section were written in the last 20 years.


Contains 1116 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the James, 1 Peter, 2 Peter & Jude, and The Letters of John volumes in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 14 new entries (4 for James, 2 for 1 Peter, 5 for 2 Peter, and 3 for 1-3 John) published 1998- 2000. Includes author index.


Contains 1407 entries from books, journals, collected works, and dissertations. Includes works published 1940-1990 with the inclusion of a few selective works before 1940. Arranged topically with author and Scripture index.

Contains 5428 entries from books, articles, and dissertations published from 1900 through 1996. Arranged in three sections: chapter and verse; subjects; and commentaries, expository essays & introductory studies. Includes author index.
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Contains 813 periodical entries arranged by chapter and verse with entries arranged chronologically under each heading. The volume was produced by extracting the periodical entries from the Revelation volume in the Bibliographies for Biblical Research series and adding 2 new entries published 1996-97. Includes author index.

Discusses the major scholars’ contributions under the following headings: Overview of earlier approaches; Of genre, or, is Revelation an apocalypse; The apocalypse against is ancient environment; Literary perspectives on revelation; Theological and pacifistic readings of revelation; and ‘Ideological’ readings of the Apocalypse. Includes bibliography (158-70), Index of ancient sources (includes Scripture), and Index of modern authors.

BIBLICAL PERIODICALS

New Testament Studies. 1954- Published quarterly in association with the Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas. This international peer-reviewed journal “publishes original articles and short studies. . .on a wide range of issues pertaining to the origins, history, context and theology of the New Testament and early Christianity.” Contains articles on N.T. texts, Dead Sea Scrolls, Gnosticism, Hellenistic & Semitic backgrounds, and rabbinic literature. Most articles are in English, but also some in French and German. HST library has a complete print run (PER/225/N42).

Novum Testamentum. 1956- An international quarterly “devoted to the study of the N.T. and related subjects. This includes textcritical, philological, and exegetical studies, and investigations which seek to situate early Christian texts (both canonical and non-canonical) and theology in the broader context of Jewish and Graeco-Roman history, culture, religion, and literature.” Most articles are in English, but also some in French and German. Includes occasional book reviews. A cumulative author, subject, & book review index for 1956-93 was published in 1994. Full-text (except for last 12 months) available through ATLA Religion Database from 1956. Current students can access recent issues by logging in through the HST website. HST library has a complete print run (PER/225/N945).

Journal for the Study of the New Testament. 1978- Published 5 times a year. Articles are in English and the majority deal with N.T. texts. Includes occasional book reviews or essay reviews. Issue 5 is a “Booklist” of recent books (English and some foreign language) published.
in N.T. studies. The list is arranged by biblical book with additional listings under Judaism, Graeco-Roman, Early Christianity, Language, and Textual Criticism. An annotation of 2 to 3 paragraphs indicates intent of the book and its strengths & weakness. Full-text (except for last 12 months) available through ATLA Religion Database from 1978. HST library has a complete print run (PER/225/J86).

*Vetus Testamentum.* 1951- A quarterly published by the International Organization for the Study of the Old Testament. Covers all aspects of O.T. study, including “articles on history, literature, religion & theology, text, versions, language, and the bearing on the O.T. of archaeology and the study of the Ancient Near East.” Most articles are in English, but also some in French and German. Some issues contain a short “Book List” of new books with critical annotations. Full-text (except last 12 months) available through ATLA Religion Database from 1951. Current students can access recent issues by logging in through the HST website. HST library has a complete print run (PER/221/V593).

*Journal for the Study of the Old Testament.* 1976- Published 5 times a year. Contains peer-reviewed articles in English “on the Hebrew Bible across a range of critical methodologies.” Issue 5 is the “Book List” of the Society for Old Testament Study. This is a list of recent books (English and some foreign language) published in O.T. studies. It is arranged by biblical book with additional listings under the following headings which reflect the interest of the journal: Archaeology & epigraphy, History, geography & sociology, Texts & versions, Literary studies & history of interpretation, Law, religion & theology, Life & thought of the surrounding peoples, Apocrypha & postbiblical studies, Dead Sea scrolls, and Philology & Grammar. An annotation of 2 to 3 paragraphs indicates intent of the book and its strengths & weakness. Full-text (except last 12 months) available through ATLA Religion Database from 1976. HST library has a complete print run (PER/221/J86).

*Journal of Biblical Literature.* 1881- A quarterly published by the Society of Biblical Literature. English (only an occasional German or French) articles primarily on Old and New Testament texts. Published as the Journal of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, 1881-88. Full-text available through ATLA Religion Database from 1890. HST library has 1881-1918 on microfilm and 1915 to date in print (PER220/J826).

*Catholic Biblical Quarterly.* 1939- Published by the Catholic Biblical Association of America. Contains English articles on biblical texts and related areas. Includes book reviews and a listing of new volumes of “Collected Essays” (English & foreign language) detailing contents with critique. Full-text available through ATLA Religion Database from 1940. HST library has 1939-59 on microfilm and 1960 to date in print (PER/282/C286).
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Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society. 1958- A quarterly published by the Evangelical Theological Society that exists “to foster conservative Biblical scholarship by providing a medium for the oral exchange and written expression of thought and research in the general field of the theological disciplines as centered in the Scriptures.” Contains articles on biblical texts and biblical theology from an evangelical perspective. Published as the Bulletin of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1958-68. Full-text (except last 24 months) available through ATLA Religion Database from 1958. HST library has a complete print run (PER/205/B936e).